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ON CERTAIN EXTREMAL PROBLEMS
FOR FUNCTIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL PART

STEPHAN ruscheweyh and vikramaditya SINGH

Abstract. For the class P of analytic functionsp(z),p(0) = 1, with positive

real part in \z\ < 1, a type of extremal problems is determined which can be

solved already within the setp(z) = (1 + ez)/(\ - ez), |e| = 1. One problem

of this kind is to find the largest number p(s, p) such that

Re{p(z) + szp'(z)/ (p(z) + n)} > 0,

|z| < p(s, /i),for all p E P, -ljt(i£C,i>0.    Sharp upper bounds for

two other functionals over P are also given.

1. Introduction. Let P be the class of analytic functionsp(z) in the unit disc

A = {z\ \z\ < 1} with p(0) = 1, Rep(z) > 0 in A. Robertson [2], [3] and

Sakaguchi [6] obtained variational formulae for P and showed that, for fixed

z E A, the extreme values of

(1) ReF(p(z),zp'(z)),       PEP,

where F(u, v) is analytic in (u, v) E C2, Re u > 0, are already attained by the

functions

(2) X(!±^) + (1-X)(iif),      Ae[o.,],|«|=l.

Zmorovic [10], [11] and others used this result to solve extremal problems in

P. In many cases of interest, however, even this reduced problem is difficult

to solve or appears insurmountable.

In the first part of this paper we present a theorem which characterises a

class of extremal problems in P which can be solved in

P0:= {/>E P\p(z) = (\ + ez)/(l -ez),|e|= 1}.

Our theorem rests on recent results of Suffridge [8] concerning the Hadamard

product of starlike functions of order a (compare also Ruscheweyh and

Sheil-Small [5] and Ruscheweyh [4]).

One problem which can be treated by our method is to find the largest

number p(s, ju) such that for all p E P

Re{p(z) + szp'(z)/(p(z) + n)} > 0,        \z\<p(s,n),

holds, where — 1 =£ /x E C, 5 > 0. We shall use this result to solve a problem

posed by Yoshikawa [9] and dealing with the 'radius of spiral-convexity' of

spirallike functions in A.

In the last section we shall derive the exact upper bounds of the functionals
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(Rep(z))/\p(z) + i tan a\ and \zp'(z)/(p(z) + i tan a)\ for p G P. Crude

bounds, in particular of the second entity, have been used by several authors

[1], [3], [7], but a sharp result has not so far been obtained.

2. Let

f(z) = 2 akz\   g(z) = | bkzk
*=0 *=0

be analytic in A. The function

£=0

is also analytic in A and is called the Hadamard product of / and g.

Theorem 1. For p G P let

,5(z):=exp(/oZ^- dtj.

Let F(z) be analytic in A, F(0) =£ 0, and let t > 0. Then we have for fixed

z0GA:

(F * (pp'))(z0) (F * (pp'))(zQ)

(3) min Re- = min  Re- ,
per (F*p')(z0) p^Po (F*p')(z0)

whenever the right-hand side of (3) is nonnegative.

It should be pointed out that

(F * (pp')){z)        zg'(z)
t-  = —-—   +t - 1

(F*p')(z) g(z)

where g(z) = z(F * p')(z).

Theorem 1 is almost trivial for t = 0. The case t = 1, however, contains the

truth of the Polya-Schoenberg conjecture for convex univalent functions in A.

Remark 1. It is easy to see that the right-hand side of (3) is nonnegative if

and only if

(4) F* (1 - ez)/(l - z), + 2V0,        |z|<|z0|, |e|< 1.

This relation is useful for applications of Theorem 1.

Let a < 1. By S* we denote the class of functions starlike of order a in A,

i.e. / G S* if and only if / is analytic in A, /(0) = /'(0) -1=0, and fulfils

Re(z/'(z)//(z)) > a, z G A. In particular we have

*a:=z/(l-z)2-2«G <>„*.

By s~x we denote that well-defined analytic function which satisfies the

relations

s~l*sa = z/(l-z),   *-'(0) = 0.

We shall require the following lemmata.
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Lemma 1 (Suffridge [7, Theorem 7]). For /3 < 1 we have f E S% if and

only if Spl * f * g E S| for all g E S%.

Lemma 2 (Suffridge [7, Theorem  10]). Let a < /? < 1.  Then f E S*

implies s~l * Sp */ E S£.

For a < j5 < 1 we introduce the set Ka^ of analytic functions h(z) in A,

A(0) = 0, such that h *f E S% for each/ E 5*.

Lemma 3. Le< h(z) be analytic in A, h(0) = 0. 77iev7 /i E Vap. if and only if

h*sae s;.

Proof. Let g E Sp, /i : = s~l * g. Then for each/ E 5*,

/♦/, = (,-i *5/3 */)*^> *gE 5;

by Lemma 1, since s~' * Sp * f E Sjl by Lemma 2. On the other hand,

h E Vap implies h * sa E Sp since sa E S*.

Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 3 shows that for a < /? < 1 and a certain

h(z) analytic in A, h(0) = 0, we have

z(h*g)'(z)

(5) Re   {h*g)(z)    > P   f°ra11 8 G S*'Z G A'

if and only if

(6) _    *(*•*«)'(*)
Re —r-rr-y-  > /3,       z E A.

Now let p E P, t > 0. Obviously zp'(z) E S,_, and, in particular, for p0(z)

= (1 + z)/(l - z) we have zp^(z) = sx_t(z). In this notation, (5) and (6)

read (1 - t < R < 1):

(/i * (w'))(*)
(7) Re t-  > /? + t - 1    for all p E F, z E A,

(h * zp')(z)

if and only if

(h* (zPoPl))(*)
(8) Re /-  > B + t - 1,       z E A.

(h * zp'Q)(z)

Now assume

{F*PP')(z0)
(9) mm  Re- = v > 0

/>ep0 (F*/')(z0)

and put h(z) : = zF(z0z), v = (B + t - \)/t. Thus (9) implies (8) and, hence,

(7), which in turn may be written as

(f*PP')(z0)
(10) min Re-  = v.

p^p        (F*p')(z0)

The case t = 0 is well known and follows from the Herglotz representation of

the functions in P.
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3. In this section we give a simple application of Theorem  1. For  —1

^ ju G C, s > 0, let

00 F(z):=(^l_1)_L_ + _L.
\      * / 1 - *       (1 - z)2

Then for /? G P we obtain

(F * (ppx/s))(z) zp'(z)

-—-    = p(z)  + 5 -—-   .
(F*/^)(z) V  ; />(2) + |u

Corollary 1. For p G P and

(12)       |z|<-\±^_J-—fr,        A =2(s+ l)2+|/x|2- 1,

/I +(^2-|ft2- 1|2)'/21

we have

( zp'(z)     \
(13) Re U(z) +j v >o.

\ 7>to + M /
T/ie bound given by (12) is £>esr possible.

Proof. From Remark 1 we deduce that we only have to find the largest

radius p = p(s, u) such that for F, given by (11),

F*  -l ~ "       ^0,        \z\<p(s,fi), |e|< 1.
(1 - z)l+2/s " ' '

This is equivalent to the condition

- s -r—-\- (s + 2) -—— =?«= — jut — 1,        |z| < p(5, |u), |e| < 1,

and thus with |2p2 + (jtt + 1)(1 - p2)| > 2p(s + 1). This leads immediately to

(12).
It should be mentioned that one can use Theorem 1 to compute

/                szp'(z)    \
m(r) = min   min Re  p(z) H-—-

as long as m(r) is nonnegative.

Let f(z) be analytic in A, /(0) = f'(0) -1=0. Yoshikawa [9] called f(z)
"y-spiral-convex" if it satisfies the condition

/        zf"(z) zf'(z) \
(14) Re^l-r_+/tanY—j>0

in A and gave a geometrical interpretation of this condition. He proved that

every y-spiral-convex function is y-spirallike, i.e. it fulfils

(15) Ree'v-^  > 0,       z G A.

He posed the problem to find the largest radius p = p(y), such that every

Y-spirallike function is y-spiral-convex in \z\ < p(y), thereby generalizing the
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radius of (O-spiral-)convexity of the starlike (= O-spirallike) functions in A.

It is easily seen that this problem is equivalent to the following question:

What is the greatest number p(y) such that

Re p(z) + —-:-     > 0,        \z\ < p(y),
yK '      p(z) + itan y ) M       v  ;

for all p E P. This question has been answered in Corollary 1 and thus we

can state

Theorem 2. The greatest common radius p(y) of y-spiral-convexity of y-

spirallike functions in A is given by

(16) p(y) =i/l + 3 cos2y - V3  cos y.

Yoshikawa himself was able to show that the value given in (16) is an upper

bound for p(y).

4. In this last section we derive upper bounds of two special functionals on

P. The method used is completely apart from those discussed in the previous

chapters. The extremal functions, however, belong to F0 too.

Theorem 3. For p E P and a E (-tt/2, tt/2) the estimate

(l - |z|2)cos a

Rep(z) -2,     |z|<tan-,
H7i      - <i   1- 2]z| Isin a\ + Izl I       z
U/J       \p(z)+ itanal      1 ' "        '    M

a
1, |z| > tan - — ,

is valid and sharp. Equality holds for certain functions in P0.

The estimate \p'(z)\ < (2 Re^(z))/(1 - |z|2) holds for every p E P and

z E A (see [3]). Equality holds only for every p E F0 and z E A. Thus Theo-

rem 3 has the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Forp E P and a E (-tt/2, tt/2) the estimate

2|z| cos a ,       a
- ,     |z| < tan - ,

zp'(z) 1 — 2|z| |sina| + |z| >       l

—/—\-'•-   ^i      ^,i
p(z) + t tan a 2\z\ ,       a ,

-r, Izl > tan-  ,
1 -|z|2 "    I       2 1

is valid and sharp. Equality holds only for certain functions p E P0.

We shall require the following well-known fact:

The range of the functional w = p(z), z fixed, over F is the closed disc K^

with center (1 + |z|2)/(l - |z|2) and radius 2|z|/(l - |z|2). Furthermore, the

points on dK^ correspond only to functions in F0.

Rtp(z)            Rep(z)
_1_L— <_   = j
\p(z) + i tan a\   ^ Rep(z)

and equality can hold if and only if there exists a w, E9#. , with Im wx =

-tan a. This is the case if and only if \z\ > |tan (a/2)\ and equality holds for

a certain p E F0. This proves the bottom half of (17).

Now let z0 E A be fixed, |z0| < |tan (a/2)|. Let p0 E F be an extremal
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function for our functional at z0 (P is a normal family). The function

p*(z) = (p0(z) + iX)/ (\ + iXp0(z))

belongs to P for arbitrary X G R and gives the variational formula

p*(z)=Po(z) + iX(l - p2(z)) + 0(A).

Using the extremal property of p0 and this variation we are led to the

condition cos a\p0(z) + i tan a\ = 1. If we let p0(z0) + i tan a = sec aeiy it

follows for p G P

Re/?(z0) Re/>0(z0)
"i—/- ^- = cos y
\p(zq) + i tan a\       |,Po(z0) + ' tan a|

and we are left with the problem to maximize cos y within the set of points

sec ae'y - i tan a G A^. It is easily seen that the extremal value is

(l -|z0|2)cos a

1 — 2|z0| |sin a\ + |z0|2

and corresponds to a boundary point of K^Zoy The theorem is proven.

Added in proof. Theorem 2 has also been established by P. Eenigenburg

and H. Yoshikawa in their paper An application of the method of Zmorovic in

geometric function theory, J. Math. Anal. Appl. (to appear).
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